THE DOUBLE KIDNAPPING
of
LINN A. E. GALE

MORE EXCITING THAN THE WILDEST WESTERN OR ADVENTURE STORY YOU EVER READ!

A True Tale of Amazing Intrigue, Plotting and Treachery Stretching Across the Boundaries of Three Countries—Guatemala, Mexico and the United States!

Stranger Than Fiction Is the Account of the Deportation, Double Kidnapping and Imprisonment of Linn A. E. Gale, Publisher of Gale's International Monthly, by Scoundrelly Hirelings of the Mexican Jesuits and the American Oil Ring and Intervention Plotters, and the Magnificent Bravery and Loyalty of Pretty Magdalena Gale, His Wife!

How Priests, Gangsters and War Makers Got Rid of a Brilliant, Fearless Magazine Publisher Who Had Exposed Their Rottenness.

(Over)
in Washington, D. C., where Mr. Gale is manager of the Gale News Service and the Gale Book Shop, and Washington Correspondent for The Rail Splitter.

The author, Porfirio R. Herrera, is an able Mexican and a trusted friend of the Gales.

As Gale appeared at time of kidnapping.

Facts, not romance; history, not imagination; yet more thrilling than anything O. Henry or Richard Harding Davis ever wrote of exploits in Mexico and Central America.

Of particular interest because the chief characters, Linn and Magdalena Gale, are now living

Price 25 cents.

MRS. MAGDALENA GALE

Who because of her devotion to her brilliant husband, figures prominently in the story.
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